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ABSTRACT

In a recent paper, Stuecker et al. applied a ‘‘combination mode’’ (C-mode) theory to explain the formation

of the anomalous western North Pacific anticyclone (WNPAC) during El Niño events. The C-mode, arising

from interaction between the annual cycle and ENSO, is an Indo-Pacific basin mode with two ‘‘near annual’’

time scales (roughly 10 and 15 months, respectively). This comment discusses to what extent the C-mode can

explain the WNPAC dynamics. The major findings are the following: 1) spectral analysis of the Indo-Pacific

circulation anomaly fields indicates that the 10-month mode is not observed and the 15-month mode is only

seen in the western North Pacific (WNP), where its spectral peak is statistically insignificant; 2) the 15-month

mode (with a period of 13–19 months) accounts for only a small portion (13%) of the observed sea level

pressure anomaly in the WNP; and 3) the C-mode evolution does not capture the observed timing of the

WNPAC onset in the northern fall of El Niño developing year. In addition it is shown, based on observational

analyses and numerical experiments, that local atmosphere–ocean interaction plays an important role in

formation of the anomalous anticyclonic center over the Philippine Sea.

1. Introduction

Investigation of anomalous western North Pacific anti-

cyclone (WNPAC) variation is of utmost importance for

understanding the variation and prediction of the East

Asian monsoon rainfall and tropical storm activities in the

WNP (Wang et al. 2013). Extensive studies have been

focused on the origin of the anomalous WNPAC associ-

ated with El Niño, and two mechanisms have been pro-

posed to be critical in its development and maintenance.

The first is the interaction between the WNPAC and

underlyingwarmpool ocean through convectively coupled

atmospheric Rossby waves interacting with ocean mixed

layer in the presence of annual cycle of the mean flows

(Wang et al. 2000, 2003; Lau et al. 2004; Lau and Wang

2006; Wu et al. 2010a; Chowdary et al. 2013; Kosaka et al.

2013; Xiang et al. 2013). The second highlights the im-

portance of the delayed tropical Indian Ocean (IO)

warming, which may force atmospheric Kelvin waves and

result in equatorial easterly and associated anticyclonic

shear vorticity in theWNP (Xie et al. 2009;Wu et al. 2009,

2010b; Chowdary et al. 2010, 2011).

A recent study by Stuecker et al. (2015, hereafter S15)

proposed an alternative explanation of the WNPAC dy-

namics using a ‘‘combination mode’’ (C-mode) theory.

The C-mode is, in essence, an amplitude modulation

of the annual cycle by El Niño–Southern Oscillation

(ENSO) (or vice versa) and thus it is an Indo-Pacific basin

mode. The C-mode exhibits characteristic time scales

(near-annual combination tones) of 10 and 15 months

(Stuecker et al. 2013), which correspond respectively to

frequencies of 1.2 and 0.8 yr21. The C-mode was claimed
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FIG. 1. Multitaper method (MTM) power spectra for sea level pressure (SLP)

anomalies averaged over (a) the northern Indian Ocean (58–208N, 608–1008E),
(b) the western North Pacific (58–208N, 1208–1608E), (c) the central North Pacific

(58–208N, 1808–1408W), (d) the southern Indian Ocean (208–58S, 608–1008E),
(e)Australia (208–58S, 1208–1608E), and (f) the central SouthPacific (208–58S, 1808–
1408W). Black lines indicate the power density and colored lines indicate the

confidence interval (CI; red 5 99% and blue 5 95%) based on a red noise null

hypothesis. (g) The regions for spectral analysis are outlined with black rectangles.

Also shown are the observed composite pattern of SST anomalies (shading, 8C) and
1000-hPa streamfunction anomalies (thin contour interval: 0.23 106 from20.83
106 to 0.83 106m2 s21 with zero line omitted and thick contour interval: 106m2 s21)

for El Niño peak phase (DJF) during 1980–2001.
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to be ‘‘the main contributor to the time evolution of the

antisymmetric anticyclonic and cyclonic circulation

anomalies in the Indo-Pacific during both El Niño and La

Niña events’’ (S15, p. 1095). S15 argued against the role of
the delayed IO warming on WNPAC by stating that the

observed WNPAC is highly meridionally asymmetric

while the Kelvin wave response is symmetric about the

equator. In addition, S15 concluded, without a quantita-

tive measure, that the role of atmosphere–ocean in-

teraction in the tropical IO and northwestern Pacific is of

secondary importance in the development and mainte-

nance of the WNPAC.

In S15, the theoretical C-mode was primarily compared

with modeling experiments (e.g., their Figs. 3–11). In

this paper we test the C-mode against observations. In

the following sections we will examine, respectively,

1) whether the circulation anomalies in the WNPAC and

tropical Indo-Pacific have statistically significant near-

annual combination tones (section 2), 2) to what extent

the near-annual variation can explain observed circulation

variability in the WNP (section 3), 3) whether the C-mode

captures the timing of the WNPAC onset during El Niño
events (section 4), and 4) what role the local atmosphere–

ocean interaction plays in WNPAC development (sec-

tion 5). Through direct comparison with observations, we

demonstrate that the theoretical C-mode proposed by S15

has difficulties in explaining the observed frequency, am-

plitude, and onset characteristics of the WNPAC.

2. Can C-mode frequencies be observed in the
tropical Indo-Pacific circulation anomalies?

S15 claimed that ‘‘the associated near-annual time

scale of the C-mode has been overlooked in the previous

studies of Indo-Pacific climate’’ (p. 1095). Many previous

studies of the Indo-Pacific climate have detected and well

documented two modes of variability, the ENSO-related

mode (e.g., Webster et al. 1998) and the tropospheric

biennial oscillation (TBO; Nicholls 1978; Meehl 1987,

1994, 1997; Chang and Li 2000; Li et al. 2001, 2006). We

are curious about how significant the C-mode frequencies

are in observations.

To examine whether the near-annual frequencies pre-

dicted by the C-mode, namely, the 1.2yr21 (corresponding

to a 10-month period) and 0.8yr21 (corresponding to a 15-

month period), occur or not in the tropical Indo-Pacific

regions, we examine the power spectrums of sea level

pressure (SLP) anomalies in six selected regions that cover

nearly the entire tropical Indo-Pacific (Fig. 1). To facilitate

direct comparison with S15, the same ERA-40 reanalysis

dataset (Uppala et al. 2005) for the same analysis period

(1980–2001) and the same multitaper spectral analysis

method (Ghil et al. 2002) were used.

FIG. 2. MTM power spectra for (a) surface streamfunction,

(b) 850-hPa streamfunction, and (c) SLP anomalies averaged in the

western North Pacific region (58–208N, 1208–1608E) during 1980–

2001. Black lines indicate the power density and the two colored

lines indicate the CI (red 5 99% and blue 5 95%) based on a red

noise null hypothesis.
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Results in Fig. 1 indicate that none of these regions

exhibits significant spectrum peaks at the C-mode fre-

quencies in the SLP field. More specifically, no signifi-

cant peaks are found near the 1.2 yr21 frequency. The

same is true for the 0.8 yr21 frequency except in the

WNP where a weak spectral peak at 0.8 yr21 is seen, but

this peak hardly passes a 0.05 confidence level. Similar

results are found in the 850-hPa and surface stream-

function fields (figures not shown).

The power spectrum analysis result is further shown in

the WNP region (58–208N, 1208–1608E) for different var-
iables (Fig. 2). Both SLP and 850-hPa streamfunction

fields exhibit a dominant peak at the interannual (around

2–7yr) period that is statistically significant at 0.05 confi-

dence level. The spectrumpeak around 0.8 yr21 frequency

is secondary and not significant at a 0.05 confidence level.

The surface streamfunction anomaly, which was used in

S15, however, does not pass the 95% significance level at

both the ENSO and the 0.8 yr21 frequencies. No clear

peaks stand out at the 1.2 yr21 frequency in all these fields.

To examine whether the power spectrum analysis re-

sult above is sensitive to analysis period, we conducted an

additional calculationwith a longer period (1958–2001) of

ERA-40 reanalysis data. The results are essentially same.

No statistically significant peaks are found at the near-

annual frequencies anticipated by the C-mode theory.

In summary, the power spectrum analysis does not

detect the near-annual frequencies in the Indo-Pacific

low-level circulation fields. The 1.2 yr21 peak is absent

across the Indo-Pacific, while a weak 0.8 yr21 peak is seen

only in the WNP and such a peak is statistically in-

significant. Thus, marked discrepancy exists in the dom-

inant periodicity between the C-mode and the observed

circulation anomalies over the tropical Indo-Pacific.

3. Howmuch observedWNPAC variability can the
C-mode explain?

One might ponder whether the lack of C-mode fre-

quencies is due to the dominance of the low-frequency

ENSO variability. Thus, we further examine how much

of the observed SLP and low-level circulation variability

in the WNP can be attributed to the near-annual mode.

Since the 10-month mode was not detected (Fig. 1), we

focus on the 15-month mode.

Figure 3 shows the evolution patterns of the observed

low-pass-filtered SLP and 850-hPa wind anomalies from

boreal summer to winter in 1997 (left panel) and those

associatedwith the 15-monthmode (middle panel, derived

from a 13–19-month bandpass filter) and the interannual

component (right panel, derived from a 19–84-month

bandpass filter). Note that the near-annual component

only explains 13% of the observed SLP anomaly ampli-

tude averaged in the WNP box (58–208N, 1208–1608E),
whereas the interannual component explains 77% of the

total amplitude. A similar amplitude ratio (13%–15%) is

found for other tropical regions and for other variables

(e.g., 850-hPa wind anomaly field).

FIG. 3. (a) Seasonal evolution of SLP (shading, hPa) and 850-hPa wind (vectors, m s21, reference vector shown in the bottom three

panels5 3m s21) anomaly fields from boreal summer to winter in 1997: (top) JJA 1997, (middle) SON 1997, and (bottom) DJF 1997/98.

The anomaly fields were derived by subtracting a climatological annual cycle and then applying a 12-month low-pass filter. (b),(c) As in

(a), but for 13–19-month and 19–84-month bandpass-filtered anomalies, respectively. The Butterworth filter (Russell 2006) was applied in

the above calculations.
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Anotherway is to compare the variance ratio ofmonthly

time series of the 15-month mode and the observed SLP

anomaly averaged in theWNP box from 1980 to 2001. Our

calculation shows that the variance ratio is 16%. The weak

amplitude of the C-mode could be inferred from the

comparison of amplitude of a regressed SLP anomaly [see

Fig. 3h of Stuecker et al. (2016), hereafter S16], which is

estimated at an average value of 0.6–0.7hPa over theWNP

box, and actual amplitude of the WNP SLP anomaly

(around 2–3hPa) during El Niños (see Figs. 4 and 5).

4. Discrepancies in the onset timing of WNPAC
between the C-mode and observations

Previous works have addressed specifically how and

when theWNPACwas established duringElNiño events.
By analyzing observational data, Wang and Zhang (2002)

showed that theWNPAC formed in northern fall, about

one season prior to the peak El Niño (Fig. 4a). They

further showed that the WNPAC establishment is

abrupt, coupled with a swing from awet to a dry phase of

an intraseasonal oscillation (ISO) (Fig. 4b). The rapid

establishment process was found concurrent with early

invasion of East Asian cold air break into the Philippine

Sea during El Niño developing years. With numerical

model experiments that included air–sea interaction in

the Indian Ocean and western Pacific, Lau and Nath

(2006) demonstrated that themodel captured the abrupt

establishment of a strong WNPAC anomaly in the au-

tumn of El Niño developing year, which is consistent

with the observational analysis of Wang and Zhang

(2002). Lau and Nath (2006) further showed that the

onset of the WNPAC was accompanied with cold surge

and ISO episodes.

FIG. 4. (a) The 7-pentad running mean (excluding the annual mean; solid black) and the climatological annual cycle

(long dashed blue) SLP averaged over the westernNorth Pacific region (108–208N, 1208–1508E) for (from top to bottom)

the six major El Niño episodes and their composite. The red dotted curves are the corresponding 3-month runningmean

Niño-3.4 SST anomalies. The arrows point to the time that the anomalousWNPACoccurs. The green shading highlights

the period during which the WNPAC persists. (b) Pentad mean anomaly (excluding the annual cycle; thick black) and

the corresponding 7-pentad running mean anomaly (thin red) of the SLP averaged over 108–208N, 1208–1508E for (from

top to bottom) the six major El Niño episodes and their composite. The green intervals mark the transition phase of the

establishment period of the anomalous WNPAC. The filled circle and square represent, respectively, the low and high

pressure phases of the ISO associated with the formation of theWNPAC. The blue vertical bars at each pentad denote

themeridional wind anomalies (m s21) averaged over 158–308N, 1108–1308E. The tickmarks at the top of the top six and

the bottom panels denote Julian pentad. The figure is adapted from Figs. 1 and 3 of Wang and Zhang (2002).
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Figure 5 shows the monthly evolutions of horizontal

patterns of observed SLP and 1000-hPa wind anomalies

(Fig. 5, left) and 850-hPa wind and streamfunction anom-

alies (Fig. 5, right) from August to November 1997. It is

clear that an anomalous low-level anticyclone (AC)

emerged over the Philippines in September 1997. By Oc-

tober the anomalous AC covered almost the entire WNP

(Figs. 5c,g). In contradiction to the observed onset timing

of the anomalousAC in September, the C-mode predicted

occurrence of theWNPAC inDecember 1997 (Fig. 6a; also

see Fig. 11 of S15). Note that the C-mode time series had a

zero-cross point in November (Figs. 6a,b), meaning that a

cyclonic anomaly occurred inWNPprior toNovember and

an AC anomaly occurred in December. Given a relatively

short life span of the C-mode, a 3-month phase difference

is remarkably large. Thus, clear discrepancies exist be-

tween the observation and the C-mode in the onset timing

of theWNPAC. Themarked difference in the onset timing

implies that key physical processes that triggered the

WNPAC onset are missing in the C-mode theory.

5. Roles of the atmosphere–ocean interaction

S15 claimed that local atmosphere–ocean interaction

(AOI) was of secondary importance in the development

and maintenance of the WNPAC. Here we show that

such a claim contradicts the authors’ own numerical

modeling result.

We first examine the observed patterns of composite

surface streamfunction anomaly and sea surface tem-

perature anomaly (SSTA) fields during El Niño mature

winter [December–February (DJF)] (Fig. 7a). Note that

the circulation pattern west of 1208E was approximately

symmetric about the equator—the opposite signs be-

tween the two hemispheres represent the same anticy-

clonic anomalies. This anticyclonic pair was a direct

FIG. 5. (a)–(d) August–November 1997 evolution patterns of observed SLP (shading, hPa) and 1000-hPa wind (vectors, m s21)

anomalies and (e)–(h) observed 850-hPa streamfunction (shaded, 106m2 s21) and wind (vectors, m s21) anomalies. The WNPAC is

marked by a red A in each panel. The reference wind vector (53m s21) is shown in (d).
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Rossby wave response to a negative heating anomaly over

theMaritimeContinent, and had set up during theElNiño
developing summer. The streamfunction anomalies be-

tween 1208 and 1608E, however, were highly asymmetric

about the equator. The positive center north of the equator

represents an AC anomaly in the WNP and is what we

refer to as the WNPAC here. Note that the WNPAC was

located slightly to the west of a local cold SSTA. Such an

SSTA–AC spatial phase relationship was a result of local

air–sea interaction. On one hand, a Rossby wave response

to a negative heating anomaly associated with the cold

SSTA enhances the WNPAC; on the other hand, the en-

hancedWNPACwind anomalies cool the ocean to its east

by enhancing evaporative cooling and cold advection in

the presence of northern winter–spring mean flows. Wang

et al. (2003) diagnosed surface heat flux anomalies in the

region and pointed out that there was a local positive

thermodynamic air–sea feedback (primarily through the

convection–wind–evaporation–SST feedback).

Two sets of numerical experiments were carried out in

S15. In the first set, the annual cycle SST over Indo-Pacific

and the eastern equatorial Pacific SSTAassociatedwithEl

Niño were specified. In this set of experiments, the

ENSO–annual cycle modulation mechanism that causes

the C-mode is fully operated because both the ENSO

forcing and the annual cycle of SST are imposed but there

is no AOI in the warm pool. For simplicity, we call this

type of experiments No-AOI experiments. In the second

set, the AOI is allowed in the Indo-Pacific warm pool re-

gion (west of the date line) in addition to specified ENSO

related SSTA forcing in the eastern Pacific. For simplicity,

we name this group of experiments AOI experiments.

In contrast to the observed circulation feature, the

No-AOI experiment shows no clear signals of an

anomalous AC center east of 1208E during El Niño peak
phase (DJF) (Fig. 7b herein, adopted from Fig. 7b of

S15). Obviously, the ENSO–annual cycle interaction in

theNo-AOI experiments failed to simulate the observed

circulation asymmetry over the WNP longitudes (1208–
1608E) during the El Niño peak winter.

In contrast, the AOI experiments produced a pro-

nounced circulation asymmetry relative to the equator in

the Maritime Continent–western Pacific sector (Fig. 7c,

adopted from Fig. 8b of S15). The positive streamfunction

anomaly center over the northern IO in the No-AOI run

has shifted eastward, and the eastern edge of the positive

streamfunction anomaly extends from1208 to 1508E.Such a
spatial pattern is in significantly better agreement with

observations (Fig. 7a) than the pattern obtained in the No-

AOI run (Fig. 7b). The eastward shift of the anomalousAC

center due to the AOI effect as seen in Fig. 7c confirms the

previous coupledmodel results byLau et al. (2004) andLau

and Nath (2006). In contrast to the No-AOI run, negative

SSTAs formed in the WNP due to AOI. The negative

SSTAswere located to the east of theWNPACandwere in

good agreement with observations. As elucidated earlier,

this spatial phase relationship is a manifestation of AOI.

The observed and simulated circulation features in

1997 (Fig. 7, right; Figs. 7e,f are adopted from Fig. 6 of

S16) are generally similar to those shown in the left panel

of Fig. 7. In the absence of AOI, the anomalous AC

center is confined to the west of 1208E. In the presence of

AOI, the anomalous AC center shifts eastward, aligning

with the local negative SSTA in the WNP. Thus, it is the

AOI, rather than ENSO/annual cycle modulation, that is

primarily responsible for the formation of the anomalous

anticyclonic center over the Philippine Sea.

6. Summary and discussion

The results shown in sections 2–5 suggest that several

main conclusions made by S15 are not substantiated. First,

FIG. 6. Time evolution of normalizedNiño-3.4 index (black line),
theoretical C-mode (red line), WNP (58–208N, 1208–1608E) surface
streamfunction anomaly (solid blue line), WNP 850-hPa stream-

function anomaly (dashed blue line), andWNP SLP anomaly (cyan

line) for (a) 1997/98 and (b) five El Niño composite (adopted from

Fig. 1 of S16). The vertical yellow line denotes the actual onset

month of the WNPAC.
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the power spectrum of the circulation anomaly over the

WNP is dominated by an interannual (2–7yr) period. No

significant peak is seen in the 1.2yr21 frequency (hardly

passing a 90% confidence level) across the entire tropical

Indo-Pacific. The 0.8yr21 peak is also not seen except over

the WNP where the peak hardly passes a 95% confidence

level. Second, we show that the circulation anomaly asso-

ciatedwith the 0.8yr21mode (at a period of 13–19months)

explains only a small portion (13%–15%) of the observed

SLP anomaly amplitude over the WNP during 1997 El

Niño. For the entire analysis period of 1980–2001, this

near-annual mode explains about 16% of the observed

SLP variance in the WNP. Third, the C-mode does not

describe the observed timing of the WNPAC onset in

northern fall. The onset timing described by the C-mode

is delayed by about 3 months. Fourthly, we show, based

on the previous observational and modeling studies and

the authors’ own modeling results (Figs. 7b,c,e,f), that

local atmosphere–ocean interaction in the WNP does

play a role in shifting the anomalousWNPAC center east

of Philippines.

To stimulate further studies, we would like to point out

that while the C-mode predicts two near-annual fre-

quencies, S15 did not explain why in their observational

analysis the 1.2 yr21 peakwas hardly seen (Fig. 3a in S15).

In their schematic diagram Fig. 12b, S15 did not explain

FIG. 7. (a) Observed composite patterns of SST anomalies (shaded, 8C) and surface streamfunction anomalies (thin contour interval: 0.23 106

from20.83 106 to 0.83 106m2 s21 and thick contour interval: 106m2 s21) for El Niño peak phase (DJF) during 1980–2001 (here 1982/83, 1991/

92, and 1997/98 cases are used for composite). The SST is from the monthly Hadley Centre Sea Ice and SST dataset (HadISST; Rayner et al.

2003). (b),(c) As in (a), but for the No-AOI and AOI experiments, respectively. (d)–(f) As in (a)–(c), but for 1997/98 DJF season. In all these

experiments, the SST anomalies in the tropical eastern Pacificwere specified.Areaswhere the circulation is statistically significant above the 95%

confidence level are nonstippled. (b) and (c) Are adapted from Figs. 7b and 8b in S15; (e) and (f) are adapted from Figs. 4b and 4c in S16.
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what causes the westward shift of a northern branch AC

cell in the Pacific compared to an anomalous cyclonic cell

south of the equator. Yet, understanding such a longitu-

dinal shift is critical if one wants to apply the mathe-

matically derived C-mode theory to a real physical

phenomenon such as the formation of the WNPAC.
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